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Details of Visit:

Author: lufthansa
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 6 Oct 2016 15:00
Duration of Visit: 90 Minutes
Amount Paid: 230
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Rosebud London Escorts
Website: http://www.rosebudescorts.co.uk
Phone: 07532032076

The Premises:

A nice flat just north of Hyde Park near Lancaster Gate tube shared with another provider and
apparently with thin unsoundproofed walls. Shower was missing a curtain so that was kind of
interesting. A bit dark for my liking. All lights turned out for the "event" so relying on daylight leakage
around the curtains.

The Lady:

Very close resemblance to the photos on the Rosebud website. Medium height - maybe 5ft 6in.
Very slim but not anarexic. Nice. Enhanced tits were a bit solid for my liking and I suspect her lips
had also had attention.

The Story:

Well this one is kind of interesting - first let me set the scene.

I had earlier in the week participated in a prolonged overnight session with my international
travelling lady who, I think, I mentioned once in a previous review. Anyway, the net result of that
was that I was emptied out on Tuesday morning but I figured with a couple of days recovery this
would be perfect for a session with Allegra - my favourite from Rosebud. Alas, Allegra had to cancel
at fairly short notice so I ended up with Bonnie.

Two more relevant factors to set the scene. Firstly, Bonnie's fee was £10 more than Allegra so I had
to find this. Not normally a problem but with working all morning and spending cash on Oyster top
ups and lunch I was running low on spare cash. I couldn't find an ATM but managed to add my last
tenner to get to Bonnie's fee. So I arrived at Bonnie's flat with the fee but no spare cash at all.
Secondly I felt I would have benefited from a dump before the session. Alas no opportunity and I
could hold it in so no biggie (literally).

So I arrive at the flat - all good. Nice welcome although voices seemed to be very low - almost a
whisper. OK that's fine. Took care of the paperwork and had a quick shower. Lots of reassurance
from Bonnie that we have plenty of time so no need to rush. Fine by me. Would I like to start with a
massage? Yes. Would I like a finger up my bum? Damn - usually yes but remember that I wanted a
dump so that probably would not be a good idea - declined. My bad luck.
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So we had the massage and that lasted all of, say, 30 seconds. Turn over and into OWO. Very nice.
At least I think it was OWO. After a few minutes of that I looked down and there's a condom on my
dick. OK no big deal - it felt nice anyway. Bonnie climbed on top - cowgirl - but insisted on keeping
her fingers round my dick so I couldn't get it fully in. After a while she took the lead to move to
doggy. But she still kept her fingers round my dick. Then at the point of no return two things
happened - (1) I was invited to keep the noise down and (2) she started to withdraw when I was still
pumping. It did feel nice though.

So we are now 25 minutes into the session. Over an hour to go.

Into smalltalk which was a bit limited. She told me she is Italian which she clearly isn't. Then she
tries to get some more life into me - lots of wanking and playing with my bum (but no finger). So she
says she has the perfect way to get me going for a second time - she has a friend who will join us
for a duo session (presumably her flatmate) and they will both suck my cock. Sounds good to me.
Shit - I have no more cash on me. Maybe she means free of charge (haha)? So I break the news of
no cash and that ends that suggestion. Damn.

OK so we persevere with some more wanking. I got told off when I tried FIV so that's a no-no. To be
honest she was a bit rough with the wanking and I can usually do that myself anyway so I
suggested she tried more oral. Oh, apparently I have a "cut on my dick" so she needs to put a
condom on. News to me but I'm starting to get to the point where I don't care too much any more.
(Post meeting note - I have inspected my dick with a magnifying glass (not that it needs it) when I
got home and it looks in pristine condition to me with no cuts or anything of concern).

Anyway, to cut a very long story short (sorry about that) we eventually decide to give up on a 2nd
pop. Would I like a massage - yes. Then would I like a joint shower - yes. Although that was difficult
when there is no shower curtain. So, freshly showered I eventually leave after 75 minutes.

So where is this going? I liked her and she put in a good effort but some of the basics were missing
- prolonged OWO, FK, 69. I see (now) that her profile also includes DT - well that would have been
nice too. Maybe my frame of mind wasn't as good as it could have been either. She didn't really put
me at ease like Allegra would have done. I feel I missed out with the finger up the bum and the
possible duo but both of those were my fault - if they had both happened then this could have been
a session to remember for life. So it's a cautious recommendation. Would I repeat? Probably not
unless that enticing offer of a partial duo for round 2 came into play.
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